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Abstract
We present a data structure for ray shooting-and-insertion in the free space among disjoint polygonal
obstacles with a total of n vertices in the plane, where each ray starts at the boundary of some obstacle.
The portion of each query ray between the starting point and the first obstacle hit is inserted permanently
as a new obstacle. Our data structure uses O(n log n) space and preprocessing time, and it supports m
successive ray shooting-and-insertion queries in O(n log2 n + m log m) total time. We present two
applications for our data structure:
(1) Our data structure supports efficient implementation of auto-partitions in the plane i.e. binary
space partitions where each partition is done along the supporting line of an input segment. If n input line segments are fragmented into m pieces by an auto-partition, then it can now be implemented
in O(n log2 n + m log m) time. This improves the expected runtime of Patersen and Yao’s classical
randomized auto-partition algorithm for n disjoint line segments to O(n log2 n).
(2) If we are given disjoint polygonal obstacles with a total of n vertices in the plane, a permutation of
the reflex vertices, and a half-line at each reflex vertex that partitions the reflex angle into two convex
angles, then the folklore convex partitioning algorithm draws a ray emanating from each reflex vertex in
the prescribed order in the given direction until it hits another obstacle, a previous ray, or infinity. The
previously best implementation (with a semi-dynamic ray shooting data structure) requires O(n3/2−ε/2 )
time using O(n1+ε ) space. Our data structure improves the runtime to O(n log2 n).
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Introduction

Ray shooting data structures are a classical core component of computational geometry. They preprocess a
set of objects in space such that one can efficiently find the first object hit by a query ray. A simple polygon
with n vertices can be preprocessed in O(n) time to answer ray shooting queries in O(log n) time using
either a linear-time triangulation [16], a balanced geodesic triangulation [9], or a Steiner triangulation [18].
However, the free space among disjoint polygonal obstacles with a total of n vertices (e.g., n/2 disjoint
line segments) cannot be handled so easily: The best ray shooting data structures can answer a query
√
in O(n/ m) time using O(m) space and preprocessing, based on range searching data structures via
√
parametric search. That is, each query takes up to O( n) time using O(n) space. Refer to [1, 2, 26] for
higher dimensional variants and special cases.
Geometric algorithms often rely on a ray shooting data structure, where the result of each query may
affect the course of the algorithm and modify the data. The current best dynamic data structure, due to
Goodrich and R. Tamassia [15], uses O(n log n) space and preprocessing time and supports ray shooting
queries, segment insertions and deletions in O(log2 n) time, if the free space around the obstacles consists
of simply connected faces. However, for the free space around disjoint obstacles (equivalently, for a polygon
with holes), the current best data structure uses dynamized range searching data structures via parametric
√
search, which can answer a query in O(n/ m) time using O(m) space and preprocessing.
Results. We present a data structure for ray shooting-and-insertion queries among disjoint polygonal obstacles in the plane. Each query is a point p on the boundary of an obstacle and a direction dp ; we report
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Figure 1: (a) Disjoint polygonal objects in the plane; (b) first ray shooting-and-insertion query at p1 ; (c)
second ray shooting-and-insertion query at p2 ; (d) a convex partition of the free space.
the point q where the the ray emanating from p in direction dp hits the first obstacle (ray shooting) and
insert the segment pq as a new obstacle edge (Fig. 1). If the input polygons have a total of n vertices, our
data structure uses O(n log n) preprocessing time, and it supports m ray shooting-and-insertion queries in
O(n log2 n + m log m) total time in the real RAM model of computation. The worst case time bound for a
1
single ray shooting-and-insertion query, however, is O(n 2 +δ + log m) for any fixed δ > 0.
Applications. Successive ray shooting queries are responsible for a bottleneck in the runtime of geometric
algorithms which recursively partition the plane along rays (along the portion of rays between their starting
points and the first obstacles hit, to be precise). Two specific applications are:
(1) Computing binary space partitions for disjoint line segments. An auto-partition for a set L of disjoint line segments in the plane is a recursive decomposition of the plane into convex cells. Each step
partitions the plane along the supporting line of an input segment and recurses on the segments clipped in
each open halfplane [11]. We can implement auto-partition by inserting the partition lines as new barriers.
To partition along the supporting line of segment ` ∈ L, shoot rays from the endpoints of `, and whenever a ray hits another segment `0 , shoot a new ray from the opposite side of `0 in the same direction. An
auto-partition that partitions the input segments into m fragments requires O(m) ray shooting-and-insertion
queries. In particular, with our structure the runtime for the deterministic auto-partition that fragments n
disjoint line segments into O(n log n/ log log n) pieces [29] can be implemented in O(n log2 n) time; and
the runtime of an earlier auto-partition that fragments n disjoint line segments with k ≤ n distinct directions
into O(nk) pieces [30] improves from O(n2 k) to O(nk log2 n). The classical randomized auto-partition
algorithm by Patersen and Yao [25], which partitions along the supporting lines of the input in a random
order and produces an expected O(n log n) fragments, can be implemented in O(n log2 n) time. An implementation with a “somewhat disappointing” runtime of O(n2 log n) was presented in [11], however, Mark
de Berg noted [12] that one can also compute an auto-partition of expected size O(n log n) in O(n log2 )
time by incrementally inserting the line segments, using Cheng and Janardan’s dynamic point location data
structure.
(2) Computing convex partition of the free space around disjoint polygons. Given a set of disjoint
polygons in the plane with a total of n vertices, a permutation of the reflex vertices of the free space, and
a half-line at each reflex vertex that partitions the reflex angle into two convex angles. Process the reflex
vertices in the specified order. From each reflex vertex, draw a segment emanating from the vertex along
the given ray until it hits another obstacle, a previously drawn segment, or infinity.
This folklore convex partition algorithm splits every reflex angle into convex angles, hence it partitions
the free space into convex faces. If the algorithm can choose the permutation of the reflex vertices, then it is
easy to compute a convex partition in O(n log n) time: First process simultaneously all rays pointing to the
right in a left-to-right line sweep, if two segments along the rays meet, give priority to one over the other
arbitrarily; then process similarly all the rays pointing to the right in a right-to-left sweep. However, in
many applications [5, 6, 19], the order of the reflex vertices and the rays is given online. If the permutation
of the reflex vertices is given, then the best previously known data structure requires O(n3/2−ε/2 ) time
using O(n1+ε ) space. Our data structure improves the runtime to O(n log2 n) and uses O(n log n) space.
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Techniques and Organization. The biggest challenge for the design of our data structure was bridging
√
the gap between the O(log n) query time in simple polygons and the O( n) query time among disjoint
obstacles. Our structure is based on two tools which we describe in detail in the beginning of Section 2:
Geometric partition trees in two dimensions and geodesic hulls, which are a generalization of convex hulls
in the presence of obstacles. In the remainder of Section 2 we introduce the types of polygons we use in
our tiling of the free space between the obstacles. In a nutshell, our data structure, which we discuss in
Section 3, works as follows. In each convex cell of a geometric partition tree, we maintain the geodesic
hull of all reflex corners. The boundary of this geodesic hull separates the obstacles lying in the interior
of the cell from all other obstacles. The geodesic hulls form a nested structure of weakly simple polygons,
which creates a tiling of the free space. Each tile is a simple polygon that can easily be processed for fast
ray shooting queries. A ray shooting query can be answered by tracing the query ray along these polygons.
The use of geodesic hulls allows us to control the total complexity of m ray insertion queries. Basically, a
query ray intersects a geodesic hull only if it partitions the set of incident reflex vertices into two nonempty
subsets. Since a set of k points can recursively be partitioned into nonempty subsets at most k − 1 times, we
can charge the total number intersections between rays and geodesic hulls to the number of such partition
steps. We detail this analysis in Section 4.
Related work. For a set of points in the plane, Overmars and van Leeuwen’s [24] fully dynamic convex hull
data structure as well as the semi-dynamic data structures of Chazelle [8], and Hershberger and Suri [17]
rely on a binary hierarchy of nested convex hulls. This idea was recently extended to a semi-dynamic
data structure for geodesic hulls that supports point deletion and obstacle insertion [20], but only in the
special case that every face in the free space is simply connected, and using additional polylogarithmic
factors. A tiling of the free space between disjoint polygons in the plane can serve as a proof that the
polygons do not intersect. If the tiling is easily maintainable as the polygons move, then it can be the
basis for kinetic algorithms for collision detection. Kirkpatrick and Speckmann [28, 21] and independently
Agarwal et al. [3, 7] developed kinetic data structures that are based on tilings with pseudo-triangles–
simple polygons with exactly three convex angles. The theoretical study of geodesics in the interior of a
simple polygon was pioneered by Toussaint [31, 32]. He showed that the geodesic hull ghP (S) of a set S
of n points in a simple n-gon P can be computed in O(n log n) time, and any line segment in the interior of
P crosses at most two edges of ghP (S). Mitchell [23] and Ghosh [14] survey results on geometric shortest
paths.
Dynamic ray-shooting in simple polygons. Chazelle et al. [9] showed that a balanced geodesic triangulation of a polygon with n vertices can be used to answer ray shooting queries in the polygon in O(log n) time.
Goodrich and Tamassia [15] generalized this data structure to dynamic subdivisions defined by noncrossing line segments where each face is a simple polygon. They maintain a balanced geodesic triangulation of
each face. For m segments, the data structure has O(m) size. Each segment insertion and deletion, point
location, and ray shooting query takes O(log2 m) time.

2

Preliminaries

Geometric partition trees are at the core of many hierarchical data structures. A geometric partition tree
for n points in a bounding box B ⊂ Rd in d-space is a rooted tree T of bounded degree where (1) every
node u corresponds to a convex cell Cu in Rd ; (2) the root, at level 0, corresponds to B; (3) the children of
every node u correspond to a subdivision of Cu into convex cells; and (4) every cell Cu , u ∈ T , at level k
of T contains at most n/2k points. The convex cells Cu , for all leaf nodes u ∈ T form a subdivision of the
bounding box B. In particular, in a binary geometric partition tree, for every non-leaf node u ∈ T , the cell
Cu is partitioned into two convex cells along a hyperplane.
The simplest geometric partition tree for a set S of n points in the plane is a binary partition of the point
set by vertical lines. All cells Cu are vertical slabs; if |S ∩ Cu | ≥ 2, then Cu is subdivided into two slabs
by a vertical line through the x-median of S ∩ Cu . This vertical slab partition tree can be constructed in
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Figure 2: (a) A point set S in a simply connected polygonal domain D; (b) the geodesic hull ghD (S).
O(n log n) time, and it was used for dynamic convex hull computation [8] and many other early dynamic
data structures [24].
Chazelle et al. [10, 4] constructed geometric partition trees with low stabbing number in O(n log n)
1
time. In the plane, there is a geometric partition tree of size O(n) such that any line stabs at most O(n 2 +δ )
cells, for any fixed δ > 0 [22, 33]. It can be represented as a binary geometric partition tree if we allow that
every cell Cu at level k of T contains at most n/2Θ(k) points (rather than n/2k or fewer points), and every
cell is a convex polygon with at most O(1) vertices. Agarwal and Sharir [4] noted that this structure can
support point insertions and deletions in O(log2 n) amortized time using standard dynamization techniques.
Geodesic hulls. The geodesic hull, which is also known as relative convex hull, was introduced in the digital
imaging community [27] and later rediscovered in computational geometry (c.f. [31]). It is a key concept
for the best available data structures for motion planning, collision detection [3, 7], and robotics [13]. The
geodesic hull is a generalization of the convex hull, restricted to some simply connected domain. For a set
S of points in the plane, the convex hull is the minimum set that contains S and is convex (i.e., contains the
line segment between any two of its points). For a set S of points and a simply connected domain D, the
geodesic hull is the minimum set that contains S ∩ D, lies in D, and contains the shortest path with respect
to D between any two of its points.
The boundary of the convex hull, denoted by ch(S), is a simple polygon. The boundary of the geodesic
hull, denoted by ghD (S), is a weakly simple polygon [32] (albeit, not necessarily a simple polygon,
Fig 2(b)). A weakly simple polygon on k vertices is a closed polygonal chain (p1 , p2 , . . . , pk ) such that for
any ε > 0 the points pi can be moved to a location p0i in the ε-neighborhood of pi so that (p0i , p02 , . . . , p0k ) is
a simple polygon. Toussaint [32] showed that any line segments lying in D intersects the boundary ghD (S)
in at most two points.
Crescent polygons. Data structures for ray-shooting and collision detection in the plane typically use
tessellations of the free space among obstacles by pseudo-triangles–simple polygons with exactly three
convex angles. We construct a tessellation by crescent polygons, which are a superset of spiral polygons
(polygons with at most one reflex chain). Crescent polygons are bounded by one convex polygonal chain
and at most one reflex polygonal chain (Fig. 3). A polygonal chain on the boundary of a polygon P is
convex (reflex) if the interior angle of P is less (more) than π at every internal vertex of the chain. As
opposed to spiral polygons, crescent polygons may contain a hole (at most one)–the two polygonal chains
can be disjoint. That is, the family of crescent polygons does not only include all spiral polygons (which,
in particular, include convex polygons), but also convex polygons with a convex hole (the boundary of the
hole is a reflex chain of the polygon).
We build a monotone decomposition to store a crescent polygon P . A reflex vertex v of P is y-extremal
if both incident vertices are in a closed halfplane bounded by a horizontal line passing through v. For each
y-extremal reflex vertex v, shoot a vertical ray in the interior of P , the ray necessarily hits the convex arc

P
(a)

(b)

P

Figure 3: (a) A simple crescent polygon; (b) a non-simple crescent polygon.
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of P . The rays partition P into y-monotone subpolygons (Fig. 3). Each subpolygon is bounded by a reflex
chain and up to two vertical segments from one side (left or right); and a convex chain from the other side
(right or left). We store the edges of the convex and the reflex chain of each subpolygon in a self-balancing
search tree; we also store the adjacency relations between the subpolygons. This monotone decomposition
has O(n) size for a crescent polygon with n edges and can easily be built in O(n log n) time.
Proposition 1 A line segment inside a crescent polygon P intersects at most two subpolygons of P .
Proof. If the line segment s is vertical, then it is disjoint from the separators between subpolygons and can
hence intersect only one subpolygon. Assume that s is not vertical and crosses a vertical separator between
two subpolygons P 0 and P 00 . Assume further that the separator between P 0 and P 00 is incident to a local
minimum of the reflex chain of P . Then in both P 0 and P 00 , the portion of the reflex chain lies above the
line through s. Any other separator on the boundary of P 0 or P 00 is incident to a local maximum of the
reflex chain, which must also be above the line through s. Hence s cannot cross any other separator on the
boundary of P 0 and P 00 .
¤
Proposition 2 Let P be a crescent polygon with a reflex chain of n1 edges, a convex chain of n2 edges,
→
−
and with a monotone decomposition. A ray shooting query is a triple (e, p, d ), where e is an edge of P , p
→
−
is a point on e, and d is a direction. A ray shooting query in the interior of P can be answered in O(log n1 )
time if the ray hits the reflex chain, and in O(log n1 + log n2 ) time if it hits the convex chain.
Proof. By Proposition 1, the ray intersects at most two subpolygons of P . The edge e is adjacent to a
unique subpolygon, hence we know which subpolygon the ray starts from. We trace the ray through the
subpolygons of P . In each subpolygon P 0 , first detect any intersection with the reflex chain of P 0 . This
takes O(log n1 ) time, since the reflex chain of P 0 is y-monotone and its edges are sorted by slope. If the
ray intersects the reflex chain, then it ends there and we can report the first point hit. Otherwise detect any
intersection with the vertical separating segments on the boundary of P 0 in O(1) time. If the ray crosses a
separator, then it leaves to an adjacent subpolygon. Otherwise the ray must hit the convex chain of P 0 . We
can compute the first edge hit in O(log n2 ) time.
¤
Cavity, exterior, and bridge polygons. Given a finite set P of disjoint polygonal obstacles in the plane,
we define cavity polygons to be crescent polygons lying in the free space whose convex chains are the
maximal convex chains of the free space (that is, maximal reflex chains along obstacles). See Fig. 4(ab).
For a maximal convex chain α of the free space with at least one internal vertex, let a cavity polygon P (α)
be the maximal crescent polygon whose convex chain is α. In particular, if α is a closed convex chain that
does not contain any obstacle, then P (α) is the convex polygon bounded by α. If α is a closed convex
chain that contains a set Qα ⊂ P of obstacles, then P (α) is a polygon bounded by α and ch(Qα ). If α is
an open convex chain, then P (α) is bounded by α and the shortest path between the endpoints of α in the
D
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Q
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Figure 4: (a) A set of disjoint polygonal obstacles in the plane. Full (empty) circles mark the convex
(reflex) vertices of the free space. (b) The cavity polygons. (c) A polygon D containing a set Q of polygonal
obstacles in the interior, Empty circles mark the set S. (d) The exterior polygons of ghD (S) are P1 , . . . , P6 .
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free space. Cavity polygons are interior disjoint and, intuitively, form a “buffer” around a convex chain of
the free space.
Let D be a simple polygon, and let Q be a set of polygonal
obstacles in the interior of D. Denote by
S
S the set of reflex vertices of the free space int(D) \ ( Q) in the interior of D around the obstacles. D
contains the geodesic hull bounded by ghD (S). The space in the interior of D and the exterior of ghD (S)
decomposes naturally into polygons which we call the exterior polygons of ghD (S). See Fig. 4(cd).
Proposition 3 Every exterior polygon of ghD (S) is a crescent polygon, where the convex chain is a maximal convex chain of D and the reflex chain is a subchain of ghD (S).
Proof. If D is convex, then ghD (S) = ch(S) lies in the interior of D. The boundary of the free space
between D and ghD (S) has two connected components: An outer boundary D, and a hole ghD (S) =
ch(S). Assume that D has k ≥ 1 reflex vertices. All reflex vertices are in S. The boundary of the geodesic
hull ghD (S) passes through all k reflex vertices of D, but none of the convex vertices. The two endpoints
of any maximal convex chain of D are connected by two polygonal chains: The maximal convex chain
of D and a polygonal chain along ghD (S). The chain along ghD (S) is reflex, since if it had a convex
angle at an internal vertex p ∈ S, then the geodesic hull of S would not contain the shortest path between
two neighbors of p. If the length of a maximal convex chain of D is at least two, then the two polygonal
chains are different, and they bound a simple polygon. Otherwise both chains are reduced to the same line
segment, and they do not enclose a simple polygon.
¤
In our data structure, we have to deal with pairs of adjacent exterior (crescent) polygons, separated by a
line. Let a double-crescent Q be a simple polygon bounded by at most two convex chains and at most two
reflex chains such that the two reflex chains are separated by a line ` and ` partitions Q into two crescent
polygons Q1 and Q2 (Fig. 5). Let α1 and α2 be the convex chains of Q. The cavity polygons P (α1 ) and
P (α2 ) are interior disjoint and are adjacent to α1 and α2 . If the cavity polygons P (α1 ) and P (α2 ) do not
fill Q entirely, the space in between them is called the bridge polygon of Q.
Proposition 4 A double-crescent Q has at most one bridge polygon, which is a simple polygon bounded
by two reflex chains on opposite sides of line ` and two common tangents of the reflex chains of Q.
Proof. Every internal vertex of the reflex chains of P (α1 ) and P (α2 ) is a reflex vertex of Q. Since the
reflex chains of Q are separated by a line, the overlap of the reflex chain of P (αi ), i = 1, 2, and a reflex
chain of Q is a continuous polygonal chain. The reflex chain of P (αi ), i = 1, 2, consists of subchains of
the two reflex chains of Q connected by a their common external tangents, see Fig. 5 (c). If these common
tangents are not identical, then P (α1 ) and P (α1 ) do not fill Q entirely, and the remaining space is bounded
by a subchain of each reflex chain of Q (a subchain may also be a single edge or a vertex), and the two
common external tangents of the reflex chains.
¤
Proposition 5 The common external tangents of the two reflex chains of a double-crescent Q (and hence
the partition of Q into P (α1 ), P (α2 ), and a possible bridge polygon) can be computed in O(log n) time,
where n is the total number of edges in the two reflex chains.
Q1

Q1
`

P (α1 )

`
Q2

Q2
P (α2 )

(a)

Q

(b)

Q

(c)

Q

Figure 5: (a) Double-crescent Q partitioned into two crescent polygons; (b) the common external tangents
of the two reflex chains in Q; (c) the cavity polygons of the two convex chains of Q and a bridge polygon.
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Proof. By Proposition 1, line `, which forms the common boundary of Q1 and Q2 , intersects at most two
subpolygons in each of Q1 and Q2 . All common tangents of the reflex chains of Q1 and Q2 cross `, and
so they may intersect the subpolygons along ` and adjacent subpolygons in the decomposition of Q1 and
Q2 . The common external tangents of the reflex chains of Q are common external tangents of two reflex
chains in some pair of these subpolygons. We have O(1) pairs of subpolygons of Q1 and Q2 to consider.
In each pair, the common tangents can be computed in O(log n) time [24], since the reflex chain in each
subpolygon is y-monotone. Out of O(1) common tangents of reflex subchains, we can select the common
external tangents of the two reflex subchains of Q in O(1) time.
¤

3

Data structure

In this section, we present our data structure and establish bounds on its space complexity and preprocessing
time. Our structure directly gives a tessellation of the free space between the obstacles into cavity polygons
and bridge polygons. We can answer a ray shooting query by simply tracing the ray through the tessellation.
The update of our data structure after inserting the query ray as a new obstacle is discussed in Section 4.
Description. We are given a set P of pairwise disjoint polygonal obstacles with a total of n vertices.
Denote by S the set of reflex vertices of the free space (that is, convex vertices of the obstacles). The
backbone of our data structure is a binary geometric partition tree T for the point set S, where
S the root
corresponds to a bounding box B containing all obstacles in its interior. Let F = int(B) \ ( P) denote
the free space around the obstacles. The choice of the partition tree has no effect on our results for the total
processing time of m queries; it affects only the time required for a single query. Each query is processed
1
in O((n + m) 2 +δ ) time for any fixed δ > 0 if we use a geometric partition tree with low stabbing number,
proposed by Chazelle et al. [10]. We augment the geometric partition tree T , and store several structures
related to the portion of the obstacles clipped in Cu at each node u ∈ T . At node u, we store the following:
• Cu is the convex cell associated with node u ∈ T ; and
• `u is the line splitting cell Cu into two subcells at a non-leaf node u ∈ T .
• Let Su = S ∩ Cu be the set of reflex vertices of the free space in cell Cu ;
• let Pu denote the set of obstacles that intersect the boundary of Cu ;
• let Qu denote the obstacles lying in the interior of Cu (Fig. 6 (a));
• let Q∗u ⊆ Qu denote the obstacles Qu crossed by `u (in particular, obstacles in Q∗u are in the interior
of cell Cu but not in the interior of any subcell of Cu ).
Cu

Cu

Cu
D1

Cv

`u

Cw

D2
P

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

S
Figure 6: (a) A set P of disjoint polygonal obstacles clipped in a cell Cu ; (b) Cv \ ( Pu ) consists of two
simply connected polygonal domains D1 and D2 ; (c) the geodesic hulls ghDi (S) for i = 1, 2; (d) ghD2 (S)
is subdivided into the geodesic hulls ghD− (S) and ghD+ (S), the obstacle P lying in the interior of Cu but
2
2
intersecting line `u , and some bridge polygons.
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S
At the root u0 , we have Cu0 = B, Pu0 = ∅, and Qu0 = P. In general, the set Cu \ ( PS
u ) is the union of
the free space clipped in Cu and all obstacles in Qu . Each connected component of Cu \ ( P
Su ) is a simply
connected polygonal domain (Fig. 6(b)). At node u ∈ T , we store all components of Cu \ ( Pu ) that are
incident to some vertex in S using a doubly linked edge list (components that are not incident to any reflex
vertex are not stored).
• Let Du denote the set of the polygonal domains stored at u.
For each D ∈ Du , we store ghD (S) (Fig. 6 (c)). We also store every exterior polygon of ghD (S).
Furthermore, for every non-leaf node, we store the following pointers between some adjacent domains
and exterior polygons. If u ∈ T is a non-leaf node, then cell Cu is split along a line `u into two subcells, say
+
Cv = Cu ∩ `−
u and Cw = Cu ∩ ` , where v, w ∈ T are the two children of u. Consider a domain D ∈ Du
that intersects `u and contains vertices in S on both sides of `u . Note that the sets D− = D ∩ `−
u ∈ Dv
and D+ = D ∩ `+
∈
D
are
not
necessarily
connected
(Fig.
6(d)),
it
may
consists
of
several
components.
w
u
If a component D̂ of D− or D+ has a reflex vertex,
then it contains aSunique domain stored at Dv or Dw ,
S
respectively, which is obtained as Ev = D̂ \ ( Pv ) or Ew = D̂ \ ( Pw ), after removing the obstacles
of Qu that intersect `u . For each domain D ∈ Dv (resp., Dw ), we maintain a pointer to the domain of Du
that contains it, and to any adjacent domain stored in Dw (resp., Dv ). For each exterior polygon of each
ghEv (S), Ev ∈ Dv , along line `u , we maintain a pointer to the adjacent exterior polygon on the opposite
side of `u , which is an exterior polygon of ghEw (S) for some Ew ∈ Dw .
Finally, we store a tessellation of the convex hull ch(S) of all obstacles. The cavity polygons are interior
disjoint from the geodesic hulls of any set of reflex vertices; the geodesic hulls computed in nested layers
of the hierarchical subdivision are also nested. Therefore, the union of the edges of all cavity polygons and
the geodesic hulls ghD (S) for all D ∈ Du , u ∈ T , forms a planar straight line graph, which we denote by
G. Since ghD0 (S) = ch(S) is the convex hull of all the obstacles in P at the root u0 ∈ T , the graph G
is a tessellation of the interior of ch(S). We store G, and we store each cavity polygon with a monotone
decomposition as described in Section 2. This completes the description of our data structure.
Structural properties. We next present lemmas on the structure of the tessellation in the exterior and the
interior of a geodesic hull ghD (S) in a domain D ∈ Du , D ∩ S 6= ∅, for a node u ∈ T . Let u ∈ T be a
non-leaf node in our data structure, with children v and w. Let D ∈ Du be a domain incident to at least one
reflex vertex in S for some node u ∈ T . Assume that D ∈ Du such that `u stabs D and D ∩ S contains
reflex vertices on both sides of `u . Some of the edges in ghD (S) may already be edges of ghE (S) for some
subdomain E ∈ Dv ∪ Dw .
Lemma 6 The following properties hold for a segment pq which is an edge of ghD (S) or a cavity polygon
along an obstacle in Q∗u but which is not an edge of ghE (S) for any E ∈ Dv ∪ Dw .

1. pq lies in the union of a domain Ev ∈ Dv and a domain Ew ∈ Dw ;
2. pq lies in the union of an exterior polygon Pv of ghEv (S) and an exterior polygon Pw of ghEw (S);
3. both Pv and Pw are adjacent to the splitting line `u and to the boundary ∂D of D;
4. pq is the common tangent of the reflex chain of the double-crescent polygon Pv ∪ Pw .
Proof. 1. The splitting line `u partitions domain D into subdomains. Since pq crosses `u at most once, it
can intersect at most two subdomains, at most one on each side of `u . Denote these domains by Ev ∈ Dv
and Ew ∈ Dw .
2. Since the geodesic hulls ghEv (S) and ghEw (S) are nested in ghD (S), the edge pq cannot cross any
edge of ghEv (S) or ghEw (S). It must lie in the exterior of both ghEv (S) and ghEw (S). Since Ev and Ew
are separated by the line `u , the edge pq can intersect at most one exterior polygon of each of ghEv (S) and
ghEw (S). Denote these exterior polygons by Pv ⊂ Ev and Pw ⊂ Ew .
3. If Pv is not adjacent to `u , then no shortest path between S ∩ D can enter the interior of Pv . If Pv
is adjacent to `u but not adjacent to the boundary of D, then it is adjacent to some obstacles in Qu , which
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lie in the interior of D. Since every obstacle in Qu must be inside ghD (S), the polygon Pv is also inside
ghD (S). Therefore, if pq lies in Pv , then Pv is adjacent to `u and to ∂D. The same argument holds for Pw .
4. On the boundaries of Pv and Pw , all vertices of S are in two reflex chains βv ⊂ ghEv (S) and
βw ⊂ ghEw (S), respectively. The two chains are separated by the line `u . Since the geodesic hull of S ∩ D
with respect to D contains the shortest path between any two points of S, it contains all line segments
between the reflex chains on the boundaries of Pv and Pw . The edge pq is on the convex hull ch(βv ∪ βw ),
and so pq is a common tangent of the arcs βv and βw .
¤
Next, we study the tiling of the interior of a single geodesic hull, bounded by ghD (S).
Lemma 7 The interior of ghD (S) for a domain D ∈ Du , u ∈ T is tiled by the following interior disjoint
polygons.
(i) geodesic hulls ghE (S), for some E ∈ Dv ∪ Dw , E ⊂ D;
(ii) obstacles in Q∗u that lie in D;
(iii) cavity polygons along the boundary of obstacles in Q∗u that line in D;
(iv) bridge polygons in the union of any two adjacent exterior polygons of ghEv (S) and ghEw (S), with
Ev ∪ Ew ⊆ D, Ev ∈ Dv and Ew ∈ Dw on opposite sides of `u .
Proof. It is clear that ghD (S) contains all geodesic hulls ghE (S), for all E ∈ Dv ∪ Dw , E ⊂ D. Every
obstacle in the interior of Cv or Cw is contained in the geodesic hull ghE (S) for some E ∈ Dv ∪ Dw . All
obstacles in Qu that lie in D are contained in ghD (S), but the obstacles in Q∗u are not contained in smaller
nested geodesic hulls. If an obstacle is contained in ghD (S), then all adjacent cavity polygons are also
contained in ghD (S), since a geodesic hull of reflex vertices cannot separate an obstacle from an adjacent
cavity polygon. This shows that the polygons of type (i), (ii), and (iii) are all contained in ghD (S). It
remains to show that any remaining polygon is a bridge.
Delete all polygons of type (i), (ii), and (iii) from the interior of ghD (S), and let P be a connected
component of the remaining space. Since P is outside of the geodesic hulls ghE (S) for any E ∈ Dv ∪ Dw ,
it must be contained in exterior polygons. An exterior polygon of ghE (S), E ∈ Dv ∪ Dw , is a crescent
polygon, bounded by a convex chain β and a subchain of ghE (S). If β is disjoint from the boundary of Cv ,
then β is a maximal convex chain along an obstacle in Q∗u , hence the exterior polygon is a cavity polygon
adjacent to an obstacle in Q∗u . If β touches the boundary of Cu but is disjoint from `u , then the exterior
polygon is exterior to ghD (S), too, and it is disjoint from P . So P is contained in exterior polygons of
some ghE (S), E ∈ Dv ∪ Dw , that lie in the interior of Cu and are adjacent to `u .
Consider two adjacent exterior polygons Q1 and Q2 on opposite sides of `u such that P intersects their
union Q1 ∪ Q2 (Fig. 5). Let s ⊂ `u be a common edge of Q1 and Q2 , and let α1 and α2 be the two maximal
convex chains along obstacles that contain the endpoints of s. By Proposition 4, the union Q1 ∪ Q2 of the
two exterior polygons is covered by the cavity polygons of α1 and α2 , and a possible bridge polygon R.
Since P is disjoint from cavity polygons, we have P ⊆ R. The bridge polygon R lies in the free space
and it is bounded by two geodesics of ghEv (S), Ev ∈ Dv , and ghEw (S), Ew ∈ Dw ; and by two of their
common external tangents. R is, therefore, interior disjoint from any polygon of type (i), (ii), and (iii); and
so P = R.
¤
Corollary 8 The free space between two nested layers of geodesic hulls in our data structure is tiled with
cavity polygons and bridge polygons.
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3 Data structure

Lemma 9 Let pq be a line segment lying in the free space among the obstacles.

1. For every u ∈ T , segment pq intersects at most one domain D ∈ Du .
2. Segment pq intersects at most two cavity polygons in the tiling G of ch(S).
3. For every u ∈ T , segment pq intersects at most one bridge polygon within ghD (S), D ∈ Du .
Proof. 1. If pq contains points a ∈ Da and b ∈ Db , with Da , Db ∈ Du , then the line segment ab ⊆ pq lies
in the convex cell Cu . Since Da , Db ⊂ Cu are separated by obstacles in P, segment ab must traverse an
obstacle, contradicting the assumption that pq lies in the free space.
→
2. Each cavity polygon is bounded by a convex chain along an obstacle P and a reflex chain. If a ray −
pq
enters a cavity polygon P , it enters through its reflex chain and hits the convex chain along P . Since the
→
→
rays −
pq and −
qp can hit at most two convex chains along obstacles, pq intersects at most two cavity polygons.
3. If pq intersects two distinct bridge polygons in the tiling of ghD (S) then there is a segment ab ⊂ pq
that connects the points a, b on the boundaries of two distinct bridges, R1 and R2 , and does not pass through
any other bridge in ghD (S). The segment ab cannot cross `u , since all points of `u in the interior of ghD (S)
are covered by obstacles, adjacent cavity polygons, and bridges. Hence, ab lies on one side of the line `u ,
and so ab lies in a domain E ∈ Dv ∪ Dw , E ⊂ D. That is, ab connects two points along ghE (S), while the
relative interior of ab is in the exterior of ghE (S). This contradicts the fact that the shortest path between
two points of ghE (S) passes in the geodesic hull of S ∩ E with respect to E.
¤
Space. A binary geometric partition tree T for n points in the plane has O(n) nodes and O(log n) height.
A node u ∈ T stores a convex cell Cu , of constant complexity, and a splitting line `u . Every vertex of
a domain D ∈ Du is either a vertex of an obstacle or the intersection of an edge of an obstacle and the
boundary of the cell Cu . Since Cu has O(1) edges, a domain D ∈ Du has at most O(1) consecutive vertices
that are not vertices of any obstacle. Recall that a domain D ∈ Du is stored only if it contains at least one
reflex vertex in S. Every vertex in S lies in at most O(log n) cells Cu (at most one on each level of T ),
hence the domains D ∈ Du for all u ∈ T have a total of O(n log n) vertices. All vertices of ghD (S) are in
S, and each vertex p ∈ S occurs in O(log n) geodesic hulls (one at each level of T ). The total complexity
of ghD (S) for all D ∈ Du and u ∈ T is O(n log n).
Preprocessing. A binary geometric partition tree T for n points can be computed in O(n log n) time, for
both the vertical slab tree [24] or the one with low stabbing number [10]. In a top-down traversal of the
tree T , we can compute all domains D ∈ Du , the sets Su of reflex vertices lying in Cu , and the sets Qu of
obstacles in the interior of Cu . At the root u0 , we have Du0 = {B}. If a domain D ∈ Du intersects the
splitting line `u , it is split into the domains Dv and Dw as follows: Test every edge along the boundary of
D and every edge of obstacles lying in the interior of D, whether they intersect `u . The intersection points
of `u with the edges of ∂D can be sorted along `u by a simple traversal of the simple polygon D. We can
insert into this sorted list each intersection with obstacles in Qu in O(log n) time. By traversing the edges
and the portions of `u between consecutive intersection points, we trace out the subdomains of D. We can
discard any subdomain of D that is not incident to any reflex vertex in S. We spend O(log n) time for
sorting edges of the obstacles in Qu stabbed by `u , which were in the interior of a domain but will be on the
boundary of subdomains; and we spend O(1) time for each edge each domain D ∈ Du . Over log n levels
of T , all domains D ∈ Du , sets Su , and sets Qu , for all u ∈ T , are computed in O(n log n) total time.
We compute the cavity polygons and the geodesic hulls ghD (S) for all D ∈ Du , u ∈ T , in a bottom-up
traversal of T . Note that for any polygonal domain D ∈ Du , u ∈ T , all reflex vertices of D are in Su . If
u ∈ T is a leaf, then cell Cu contains exactly one vertex of S, and the geodesic hull ghD (S) is a single
point. Assume now that u ∈ T is a non-leaf node with children v and w, the geodesic hull ghE (S) has been
computed for every subdomain E ∈ Dv ∪ Dw , E ⊂ D, and we want to compute ghD (S). By Lemma 6, we
obtain all new edges of ghD (S) and any cavity polygon contained in ghD (S) by computing the common
external tangents of two reflex polygonal arcs along adjacent exterior polygons of Ev ∈ Dv and Ew ∈ Dw .
By Proposition 5, each common external tangent can be computed in O(log n) time. Since G is a planar
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graph with n vertices and O(n) edges, a total of O(n) common tangents are computed. Hence we can
compute all geodesic hulls ghD (S) and cavity polygons in O(n log n) total time.
Finally, the planar straight line graph G has n vertices and O(n) edges. So the total size of all cavity and
bridge polygons of G is O(n). We compute a monotone decomposition for each crescent polygon in the
tessellation in O(n log n) total time.

4

Ray Tracing and Update Operations

A single ray shooting-and-insertion query. Given a point p on the boundary of an obstacle and a direction
dp , we answer the associated ray shooting query by tracing the ray through the bridge and cavity polygons of
the tessellation G until it hits the boundary of an obstacle or leaves the convex hull ch(S). By Proposition 2,
we can trace a ray through these polygons in logarithmic time in terms of the number of vertices. Recall
that after inserting O(m) rays, the number of convex vertices is O(n + m) but the number of reflex vertices
remains O(n). Therefore, ray shooting in a cavity or bridge polygon takes O(log n) time if the ray hits a
reflex chain or line `u ; and it takes O(log(m + n)) time if it hits a convex chain. Since convex chains lie
on the boundary of obstacles, each ray hits at most one convex chain. So if a ray pi qi traverses k faces of
the tessellation G, then the ray shooting query takes O(k log n + log(m + n)) = O(k log n + log m) time.
After answering the ray shooting query, we also insert the portion of the ray between the starting point
and the first obstacle hit as a new obstacle into our data structure. The tree T (and the corresponding
hierarchical cell decomposition) remains the same.
First, we update the set of domains Du , u ∈ T . As before, let v and w denote the children of a non-leaf
node u ∈ T . In a top-down traversal of the tree T , detect all domains D ∈ Du that intersect pq. By
Lemma 9, pq intersects at most one domain D ∈ Du for each u ∈ T . We distinguish four cases depending
on the position of pq within D ∈ Du (refer to Fig. 7). (1) If pq is disjoint from D, then no update is
necessary, and there is no need to descend to the polygons of Dv and Dw contained in D. (2) If pq lies in
the interior of D (that is, its endpoints lie on obstacles in the interior of D), then D is not updated, but we
descend to the domains of Dv and Dw contained in D. (3) If pq has exactly one endpoint in the interior
of D, say p, which is incident to an obstacle P in the interior of D, then we update D by appending the
edges pq ∩ D and all edges of P to the boundary of D; and descend to its subdomains in Dv and Dw . (4)
Finally, if pq intersects the boundary of D twice, then we split D into two domains; and continue with its
subdomains in Dv and Dw .
In each domain D ∈ Du along pq, we also update the geodesic hulls ghD (S). This is done in a bottom
up traversal of the tree T . When processing the geodesic hull with respect to D ∈ Du , u ∈ T , assume
that the geodesic hulls ghE (S) have been updated for all E ∈ Dv ∪ Dw at the children v, w ∈ T of u.
Note that ghD (S) changes only if the domain D changes, that is, in cases (3) and (4) above. The ray pq
crosses at most two edges of ghD (S), these edges have to be removed. By Lemma 6, every edge of a cavity
polygon or ghD (S) that is not an edge of any ghE (S), E ∈ Dv ∪ Dw , is a common external tangent of
two reflex arcs in two exterior polygons of some ghEv (S) and ghEw (S) for some Ev ∈ Dv and Ew ∈ Dw
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Figure 7: Cases for updating a domain D ∈ Du depending on the position of the segment pq w.r.t. D.
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Figure 8: (a) The subdivision of ghD (S) before inserting segment pq; (b) after inserting segment pq.
that are adjacent to line `u . It follows that an update is necessary only if the two exterior polygons are
adjacent to line `u and the segment pq. There are two pairs of such extremal polygons, one on each side
of pq. It is enough to compute the common external tangents between ghEv (S) and ghEw (S) in these two
pairs of exterior polygons. Hence, we can update the geodesic ghD (S) and the cavity polygons of Q∗u
by deleting two edges crossed by pq and inserting two new common external tangents between two reflex
arcs of ghEv (S) and ghEw (S). Since any two reflex arcs have a total of O(n) vertices, we can update the
geodesic hull in ghD (S) in O(log n) time by Proposition 5.
Time complexity of m successive queries. For a line segment pq, denote by tr(pq) the number of edges
of the tessellation G that intersect pq. We need to update all tr(pq) + 1 cavity polygons and geodesic
hulls along pq (some of which may split into two parts). We saw that the ith ray shooting query takes
O(tr(pq) log n + log i) time. The insertion of segment pq as a new obstacle takes O(tr(pq) log n)) time.
The total runtime of processing m successive rays p1 q1 , p2 q2 , . . . , pm qm , is
ÃÃ m
!
!
X
O
tr(pi qi ) log n + m log m .
i=1

Proposition 10 For m successive ray segment insertion queries, we have

Pm

i=1 tr(pi qi )

= O((n+m) log n).

Proof. The tree T has log n levels. The geodesic hulls on level j, 0 ≤ j < log n, of T are pairwise disjoint.
Distinguish two types of intersections between a segment pi qi (between two points on the boundary of
obstacles) and a geodesic hull ghD (S): (1) segment pi qi partitions D into two domains D = D− ∪ D+
and the point set D ∩ S is partitioned into two nonempty subsets S ∩ D = (S ∩ D− ) ∪ (S ∩ D+ ); (2) one
of pi and qi lies in the interior of ghD (S). Since a set of cardinality k can recursively be partitioned into
nonempty subsets at most k − 1 times, the geodesic hulls on each level are partitioned O(n) times. The
two endpoints of each segment pi qi may lie in the interior of two geodesic hulls on each level. So on each
level of of T , there are O(n) intersections of type (1)P
and O(m) intersections of type (2). Summing the
two types of intersections over log n levels, we obtain m
¤
i=1 tr(pi qi ) = O((n + m) log n).
The total runtime of m successive ray shooting-and-insertion queries is O(n log2 n + m log m). If the
geometric partition tree T is arbitrary, then tr(pq) = Θ(n) is possible and the ith ray shooting-and-insertion
query takes O(n log2 n + log i) time. However, if we use a geometric partition tree T of low stabbing
number, then every line intersect at most O(n1/2+δ ) cells Cu , u ∈ T , for any fixed δ. By Lemma 9(1),
a line segment in the free space intersects at most one domain D ∈ Du and at most one geodesic hull
ghD (S) in cell Cu , and so tr(pq) = O(n1/2+δ ). Hence the ith ray shooting-and-insertion query takes
O(n1/2+δ log n + log i) ≤ O(n1/2+2δ + log i) for any fixed δ > 0.
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Conclusion

We proposed a data structure for disjoint polygonal obstacles in the plane with n vertices that supports
m ray shooting-and-insertion queries in O(n log2 n + m log m) total time and O((n + m) log n) space.
Our data structure applies, with minimal adjustments, to polygons with holes having a total of n vertices.
With our data structure, we improve the expected runtime of Patersen and Yao’s classical randomized autopartition algorithm for n disjoint line segments in the plane to O(n lg2 n). A deterministic auto-partition
algorithm that fragment n disjoint line segments into a worst-case optimal number of pieces [29] can also
be implemented in O(n log2 n) time and O(n log n) space. Also the convex partition of the free space
around n disjoint line segments in the plane (with m = n), where the segments are extended beyond their
endpoints in a specified order, can now be computed in O(n log2 n) time and O(n log n) space. It remains
a challenge for future research to find an O(n log n) time algorithm.
It was essential for our techniques that the obstacles are polygonal. We believe that our techniques can be
extended to handle curvilinear polygons, bounded by arcs of algebraic curves of bounded degree. Typically,
n such arcs can be decomposed into a finite number of locally convex or concave arcs, and be approximated
well enough by polygonal arcs with a total of O(n) vertices. The extension of our data structure to disjoint
obstacles of bounded description complexity is left for future work.
It is unlikely that our results generalizes to three or higher dimensions using linear “rays,” since rays in
R2 either partition the free space into two disjoint components or decrease the first Betty number (that is, the
number of holes) in a single component. In R3 , however, a linear ray never partitions the free space, it may
decrease the 2nd Betty number of a component but increase the 1st Betty number. A natural generalization
in R3 would ask for efficiently computing the convex partition of the free space around polyhedral obstacles
with a total of n edges, where the partition steps are governed by queries. A convex partition of the free
space may have Θ(n2 ) vertices. The best we can hope for, therefore, is a data structure that supports
computing the convex partition in output-sensitive near-linear total time.
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